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Your identity & stationery system is a first 
impression. It will be your first touch with a client 
or prospective boss—when you hand someone 
your business card or when you send your résumé 
to apply for a job. 

Stationery is a great opportunity to work with 
refined typography, but also to have fun with 
paper types, mixing typefaces, and experimenting. 
From the self-portrait experiments, you have 
generated and a lot of language, potential marks, 
and concepts. All of this research, both visual and 
verbal, will contribute to the decisions you make in 
your stationery set.

For this project you will create some pieces of 
collateral for your personal use. Your set will 
include the following:

Business card (3.5 x 2”, or make a conceptual 
argument for another size)
Letterhead (8.5 x 11”)
Résumé (8.5 x 11”)
Postcard or thank you note (size: open)
T-shirt or bag

Optional:
Envelopes
Stickers
Other stuff...

Required color:
Black + one color  
(i.e. black & cyan + tints and shades)

Consider the following:
—a belly band
— a sticker / seal
—a pattern inside an envelope

 

Schedule: 
—If you did not complete Ellen Lupton’s Skillshare 
for SANS + STRUCTURE, please do so. Print and 
trim your results & bring them to class. 
—continue sketches for your logo / mark and do 
not fall in love with an idea, exercise versatility, 
make many experiments 
 
Tuesday 10th 
1—create your mark utilizing an analog technique 
to start, i.e. watercolor, marker, pen, stamp 
something, cut paper, spray paint, etc. Bring all of 
your working materials (all the attempts) to class, 
but also scan in what you made and manipulate it 
digitally (color, contrast, repetition, etc.)

2—three different concepts made real: 
A full draft set of materials and how they might 
playout, make quick mocks, actual size materials, 
trimmed, etc. Include adjacent materials like 
typographic studies or mark explorations for 
feedback (printed out). 

Thursday 12th
—Materials exploration: Come to class with 
inspirational materials. Paper types, envelopes, 
business cards you have received in the past. We 
will share these as a group. How will the materials 
you choose influence your design? How do they 
relate back to your adjective/concept?

Tuesday 17th 
—Cover letter tips in class 
—Full set of materials on actual paper if possible

Thursday 19th 
Final stationery package due (2 sets)

Identity Suite
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Identity Suite

1. résumé

2. letterhead
 (should have a formal relationship  
with resume, include a cover letter  
for a position you are intersted in)

4. biz card

biz card

May or may not match this set: 
your alternative card, to be printed 

letterpress, Vandercook, downstairs 
in printshop, as a class.  

Must be: 3.5” x 2” (or smaller)

3. card:  
postcard or thank you  

note, size open

6. swag 7. swag  
(your choice, 

optional, stickers, 
notebooks, etc.)

5. mark

or: 6. swag


